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Looking to obtain a position where one can use skills and knowledge of the 
nursing process to provide compassionate patient care. Would like to bring a 
positive attitude and nursing knowledge to a company that values and 
appreciates the employees.

JANUARY 1998 – MARCH 2006
TOOL CRIB ATTENDANT III - ABC CORPORATION

 Prepares periodic inventory or maintains a perpetual inventory of tools and 
equipment, manually or using a computer.

 Receives, unpacks, and stores incoming tools and equipment, and requisitions 
stock to replenish inventory.

 Inspects and measures tools and equipment for defects and wear, visually or 
using a micrometer, and reports damage or wear to supervisors.

 Repairs, services, and lubricates tools and equipment, using handtools, spray 
gun, or pressurized spray can.

 Deliver tools or equipment to workers, manually or using a hand truck.
 Mark and identify tools and equipment, using identification tag, stamp, or 

electric marking tool.
 Stocked incoming items incorrect locations, cleaned and did maintenance on 

the area.

1994 – 1998
TOOL CRIB ATTENDANT - ABC CORPORATION

 It was my responsibility to keep basic shop supplies and inventory in check.
 Had to help team leaders and the purchasing department forecast materials for 

upcoming jobs.
 Communicating with vendors and cutting purchase orders was a daily task.
 Material Handler I was promoted to this position after excelling in the Tool Crib.
 Have to get raw material to the CNC or Saw department for them to cut it down 

to size for the fabrication team.
 Am responsible for a multi-million dollar inventory that spans thousands of part 

numbers for various jobs.
 Also being responsible for returns, unused material, maintaining battery logs for

the forklifts and the recycling the scrap material.

EDUCATION

Diploma
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SKILLS

Microsoft Office, Management, Operations, Purchasing.
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